INTRODUCTION GUIDE
COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE OF VODACOME RECHARGE VOUCHERS - RED
Over the recent years ATA has been reporting on these vouchers as they surfaced within the market.
It is not easy to find these vouchers and during September 2014 Derik Ras and Warwick got together to
try reconcile their collections and put together a reference for recording purposes.
These vouchers are divided into the following categories:Rand value description
1
2
3
4
5
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R25 - R5 x Five voucher
R29 Voucher
R55 Voucher
R60 - R12 x Five Voucher
R110 Voucher
R275 Voucher

8 x Naming description
Talk More
Say Hello
Start a Conversation
Stay in Touch
Keep Chatting
Lets Chat
Keep Connected
Catch up Time

Due to the randomness of the supply of these vouchers, unfortunately the Naming description was not
kept the same per monetary value description.
For reference purposes the way this special catalogued has been put together is as follows:eg:

Talk More V25.1.1
1
2
1
2
3

Issued: Oct 2011. TAT 178 Pg 2 (BBC 18mm x 4mm)
3

Naming Description
Version control number
Description of the voucher 3.1 Issued: Oct 2011 - means when it was first found in the market
3.2 TAT 178 Pg 2 means - in which Newsletter and what page the voucher was first
made known to members
3.3 (BBC 18mm x 4mm) means - the differentiating feature of the particular voucher
in this case being the BBC - Bottom Bar Code size of 18mm x 4mm
3.4 If a number has an additional figure (ie: V25.1.1."2") - Then this just means that
the voucher is very similar to V25.1.1 and only differs slightly (Usually BC size)
thus does not warrant a full number change.

Now taking the above into consideration the following pages will be divided up into the respective
rand value categories.
Many of these vouchers will be referenced for the first time in this catalogue and have been defaulted
to being issued in September 2014 however they could have been in the market a lot earlier.
There are further references made to distinguish the position of the bar code number in relation to the
bar code. Examples are:

NEW QR BAR CODE

1 BCNBTM
2 BCNSDE
BCNBTM
BCNSDE

Bar code number (BCN) bottom (BTM) = BCNBTM
Bar code number (BCN) side (SDE) = BCNSDE

